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Extension of a Three-Helix Bundle Domain of Myosin
VI and Key Role of Calmodulins
Yanxin Liu,†‡6 Jen Hsin,†‡6 HyeongJun Kim,† Paul R. Selvin,†* and Klaus Schulten†‡*
†Department of Physics and Center for the Physics of Living Cells and ‡Beckman Institute, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,
Urbana, Illinois
ABSTRACT The molecular motor protein myosin VI moves toward the minus-end of actin filaments with a step size of 30–
36 nm. Such large step size either drastically limits the degree of complex formation between dimer subunits to leave enough
length for the lever arms, or requires an extension of the lever arms’ crystallographically observed structure. Recent experi-
mental work proposed that myosin VI dimerization triggers the unfolding of the protein’s proximal tail domain which could drive
the needed lever-arm extension. Here, we demonstrate through steered molecular dynamics simulation the feasibility of suffi-
cient extension arising from turning a three-helix bundle into a long a-helix. A key role is played by the known calmodulin binding
that facilitates the extension by altering the strain path in myosin VI. Sequence analysis of the proximal tail domain suggests that
further calmodulin binding sites open up when the domain’s three-helix bundle is unfolded and that subsequent calmodulin
binding stabilizes the extended lever arms.
INTRODUCTION
Myosin is a superfamily of motor proteins found in all eu-
karyotic cells (1). It converts chemical energy from ATP
hydrolysis to mechanical work that powers muscle contrac-
tion and directional movement along actin filaments (1–3).
The actin-myosin catalytic cycle, according to the so-called
swinging lever-arm hypothesis (2), starts with ATP hydro-
lysis within the myosin motor domain in the absence of
actin. Subsequent interactions with actin filaments release
Pi and MgADP (1,4) and induce conformational change in
the myosin motor domain (5–7). The conformational change
within the motor domain is amplified through a structural
component called the converter subdomain (8,9), leading
to movement, also known as the powerstroke, of the
so-called lever arm—the latter forming an extended single
a-helix containing calmodulin (CaM) and CaM-like light-
chain binding sites. The magnitude of the powerstroke, or
step size in the case of the processive motor protein, is deter-
mined by the length of the lever arm.

A unique member of the myosin superfamily is myosin
VI (2,3,10,11) as shown in Fig. 1. Myosin VI is associated
with several functions ranging from transport of vesicles
during endocytosis (12), maintenance of structure and func-
tion of the Golgi complex (13), and hair cell mechanics in
hearing (14). Intriguingly, whereas myosin VI isolated
from cells is found in a stable monomeric conformation
(15), dimerization of myosin VI is observed upon either
monomer clustering (16) or binding of cargo (17,18). Unlike
other myosin motors that ‘‘walk’’ toward the plus- (or
barbed) end of actin filaments, myosin VI moves in the
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opposite direction (i.e., toward the minus-end of actin fila-
ments) (19–21). As shown in Fig. 1, myosin VI contains
an actin filament-binding motor domain at the N-terminus
that includes the ATP binding site, a unique insert-2 domain
that associates with a calmodulin (CaM); an IQ motif that
binds Ca2þ-depleted calmodulin (apo-CaM); a proximal
tail (PT) domain that forms a three-helix bundle as seen
crystallographically (22); an a-helical (23) medial tail
(MT) domain; a distal tail (DT) domain; and a cargo binding
domain (CBD) (17).

There are two unique class-specific structural elements in
myosin VI, namely insert-1 and insert-2. The insert-1
element is located near the nucleotide pocket within the
motor domain, and permits gating between the two heads
by impeding ATP binding (24,25). The insert-2 element,
found between the motor domain and the lever arm, is
responsible for the reversal in the direction of myosin VI
movement. Myosin VI is also known to take a large step
size despite its short lever arm containing only two CaM
binding sites; the step size cannot be easily explained by
the lever-arm hypothesis (2,22,26,27).

This study asks how myosin VI dimers realize their
observed step size of 30–36 nm (20,26,28–30). Two models
(22,31), compared in Fig. 2, suggest how the myosin VI
structure permits a 30–36-nm step size. The models make
contrary assumptions about the effective extension of
myosin VI’s proximal tail domain. As suggested in Fig. 1,
the domains may either form a short (4-nm) three a-helix
zig-zag bundle, or (as investigated in the following) extend
out to a 12-nm length. In the transition, starting from the zig-
zag bundle, the three a-helices move past each other, ex-
tending from a 4-nm-long geometry to a geometry of tripled
length. In this zig-zag extension model, the MT domains of
the myosin VI dimer form a tight complex and, hence,
cannot contribute to the step size (Fig. 2 A); in the other
doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2011.05.010
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FIGURE 1 Structure of myosin VI. (Lower right) Schematic of

the myosin VI dimer moving on an F-actin filament (light blue).

Myosin VI consists of an N-terminal motor domain (gray) followed

by insert-2 and IQ motifs, which bind calmodulin (CaM; pink) and

apo-CaM (yellow), respectively, and are occluded in the schematic.

The IQ motif is followed by the proximal tail (PT) domain (blue),

medial tail (MT) domain (green), and distal tail (DT) domain

(orange). The C-terminal cargo binding domain (CBD; purple)

associates with the cargo. (Upper left) Expanded view of a portion

of myosin VI in cartoon representation with the same color scheme

as in the lower-right schematic. Insert-2 (purple) and IQ motif

(cyan) are shown explicitly. The model shown was built by fusing

two x-ray structures (PDB codes: 2BKI (21) and 3GN4 (22)). The

PT domain (blue) is shown in its extended form, i.e., with its three

a-helices extended to a full length of 12 nm, being capable then

together with the dimer partner of a 30–36-nm step size (see text)

(22). The PT domain is also shown in its unextended, 4-nm-long,

three-helix zig-zag bundle form (22) in thin tube representation

(see also Fig. 3 D). The extended conformation of the PT domain

shown is a key result from this study (see Results).
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model where the three a-helices together span only 4 nm in
length, the MT domains remain separated and, hence,
contribute to the step size (Fig. 2 B).

The suggested stepping geometries shown in Fig. 2 differ
in two respects: complex formation or not between the MT
domains; and zig-zag extension or not of the three-helix
bundle PT domain. Mukherjea et al. (22) have shown that

1. Myosin VI constructs with the distal-tail and cargo-
binding domains truncated dimerize and step proces-
sively, suggesting that dimerization can occur below the
distal-tail domain.

2. Fluorescence quenching with two TMR fluorophores
labeled at T845 (in helix I) and A880 (in helix II) demon-
strates that the PT domain transforms from a compact to
an extended conformation.

3. Deletion of the last two helices of the PT domain greatly
reduces the step size of myosin VI.

A combined experimental and computational study demon-
strated that theMT domain of myosin VI is capable of dimer-
ization through electrostatic interactions (32). This study
together with Mukherjea et al. (22) supports the myosin VI
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dimer model shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 A. Here, we extend
the recent study in Kim et al. (32) and test the feasibility of
three-helix bundle PT domain extension.

Simulations presented below and summarized in Table 1
demonstrate that the three-helix bundle, indeed, can be
extended readily without disruption of itsa-helical secondary
structure. The simulations suggest, furthermore, that CaM
binding plays a crucial role in inducing as well as mechani-
cally stabilizing the extended conformation of the PT domain.
METHODS

Simulated systems

Two molecular systems were prepared for the simulations listed in Table 1.

The first system included the myosin VI PT domain (residues 834–913), as

well as the IQ motif (residues 811–833) with a bound apo-CaM. Atomic

coordinates of these structures were obtained from the Protein Data Bank

(PDB code 3GN4) (22). The unresolved region in the crystallographic

structure (residues 850–863) was modeled as a loop as suggested in

Mukherjea et al. (22); missing hydrogen atoms were generated using the

psfgen plugin in VMD (33) with the CHARMM27 topology file (34).

The PT-IQ-CaM structure was then placed in a water box of dimension
m

FIGURE 2 Alternative geometries suggested for

myosin VI stepping. (A) A model proposed in Mu-

kherjea et al. (22) and Kim et al. (32) and investi-

gated in this study, which assumes dimerized

medial tail (MT) domains (green) and extended

proximal tail (PT) domains (blue). (B) A model

proposed in Spink et al. (31), which assumes disso-

ciated MT domains and short PT domains (see

Fig. 1). Distal tail (DT) domain (orange) and cargo

binding domain (CBD; purple) remain the same in

the alternative models.
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TABLE 1 Summary of simulations

Name Structure Type Ensemble Atoms Size (Å3)

Time

(ns)

PIC-eq PT, IQ,

CaM

EQ NPT/NVT 74,421 94 � 92 � 90 34

PIC-sr-1 PT, IQ,

CaM

SMD/RE NV/NVT 104,662 206 � 70 � 72 80

PIC-re-1* PT, IQ,

CaM

RE NVT 104,662 206 � 70 � 72 120

PIC-sr-2* PT, IQ,

CaM

SMD/RE NV/NVT 104,662 206 � 70 � 72 20

PIC-re-2y PT, IQ,

CaM

RE NVT 104,662 206 � 70 � 72 100

P-sr PT SMD/RE NV/NVT 83,840 180 � 70 � 70 100

P-rez PT RE NVT 83,840 180 � 70 � 70 100

Under the column ‘‘Type,’’ the term ‘‘EQ’’ denotes an equilibrium molec-

ular dynamics simulation, ‘‘SMD’’ denotes constant velocity (2 Å/ns)

steered molecular dynamics simulations, and ‘‘RE’’ denotes relaxation

simulations. The ‘‘Ensemble’’ column lists the variables held constant

during the simulations; ‘‘N’’, ‘‘V’’, ‘‘P’’, and ‘‘T’’ correspond to number

of atoms, volume, pressure, and temperature, respectively. Movie S1,

Movie S2, and Movie S3 depicting the simulations are provided in the

Supporting Material.

*Started from the end of simulation PIC-sr-1.
yStarted from the end of simulation PIC-sr-2.
zStarted from the end of simulation P-sr.
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94 Å � 92 Å � 90 Åwith 23,475 TIP3P (35) water molecules, and neutral-

ized at 50 mM KCl. The solvated and neutralized PT-IQ-CaM system

contained altogether 74,421 atoms and was subjected to 34 ns of equilibrium

molecular dynamics. To accommodate the molecular extension encountered

in stretching simulations, the equilibrated PT-IQ-CaM system was placed in

a larger water box of dimension 206 Å� 70 Å� 72 Å, and similarly neutral-

ized at 50 mM KCl. This larger system contained 104,662 atoms.

In the second molecular system, only the myosin VI PT domain was

included to assess the effect of deleting the IQ motif and the CaMmolecule.

The structure of the PT domain was taken from the equilibrated PT-IQ-CaM

structure, as discussed above, with the IQ and CaM regions truncated. The

PT domain was also solvated and neutralized; the final system contained

83,840 atoms.
Molecular dynamics protocols

All molecular dynamics simulations were performed with a development

version of NAMD 2.7b2 (36) using the CHARMM27 force field with

CMAP correction (34,37,38). The equilibrium molecular dynamics simula-

tion (PIC-eq in Table 1) was conducted in the NPT ensemble for the first

4 ns. Once the system in the NPT ensemble was fully equilibrated to the

desired pressure of 1 atm, the NVT ensemble was applied for 30 ns, with

the volume reached in the prior NPT ensemble resulting in a pressure fluc-

tuating slightly at ~1 atm. Constant temperature at 310 K was maintained

using Langevin dynamics with a damping constant of 1 ps�1; constant pres-

sure of 1 atm was maintained using a Nosé-Hoover Langevin piston baro-

stat (36) with a period of 200 fs and a decay rate of 100 fs; isotropic cell

scaling was used; the long-range electrostatic force was computed using

the particle-mesh Ewald summation method with a grid size of <1 Å; the

multiple timestepping algorithm (39,40) was employed, with an integration

timestep of 2 fs, the short-range force being evaluated every timestep, and

the long-range electrostatics every second timestep. Protein bonds

involving hydrogens were constrained using the RATTLE algorithm (41);

the water geometry was maintained using SETTLE (42).

Steeredmolecular dynamics (SMD) simulations (43) (denoted by ‘‘SMD’’

under the column ‘‘Type’’ in Table 1) were carried out by harmonically
Biophysical Journal 100(12) 2964–2973
restraining the N-terminal Ca atom, while an external force was applied

to the C-terminal Ca atom at a constant velocity of 2 Å/ns to unfold the

PT domain. An integration timestep of 1 fs was adopted, with a multiple

timestepping algorithm (39,40) employed to compute interactions between

covalent bonds every timestep, the short-range nonbonded interactions

every other timestep, and the long-range electrostatic forces every fourth

timestep (so-called 1-2-4 timestepping). The multiple timestepping algo-

rithm accelerates sampling of hundreds of nanoseconds in the simulation,

achieving a balance between computational efficiency and accuracy without

distorting the dynamic behavior of the simulated systems (44,45).

Each 10 ns of SMD simulation was followed by 10 ns relaxation to give

the molecular systems a chance to relax from forced stretching (46). Relax-

ation simulations (denoted by ‘‘RE’’ under the column ‘‘Type’’ in Table 1)

were performed with the same procedure as the equilibrium simulation

described above, except with the two terminal Ca atoms fixed. After suffi-

ciently many cycles of 10-ns SMD/10-ns relaxation simulations (denoted

by ‘‘SMD /RE’’ under the column ‘‘Type’’ in Table 1) were completed,

i.e., until the PT domain unfolded, a final relaxation simulation (lasting

either 100 ns or 120 ns) was performed with the two terminal Ca atoms

harmonically restrained instead of being held fixed.
RESULTS

Equilibrium dynamics of the PT domain

To characterize the equilibrium properties of the myosin VI
PT domain, a 30-ns equilibrium MD simulation (simulation
PIC-eq in Table 1) was performed as described in Methods.
The simulated system included the IQ motif (residues 811–
833), the CaM molecule bound to the IQ motif, and the PT
domain (residues 834–913) (PDB code 3GN4 (22)). The
system remained stable during the simulation, as demon-
strated by monitoring the central carbon root-mean-square-
deviation (Ca-RMSD) with respect to the initial structure.
The Ca-RMSD of the simulated system approached a value
of 3 Å after 20 ns (Fig. 3 A); the Ca-RMSD value of the
IQ-bound apo-CaM, which is the most rigid component,
assumed a value of ~2 Å. The major contribution to the flex-
ibility in the PT-IQ-CaM system, as measured by the Ca-
RMSD values and shown in Fig. S1 in the Supporting Mate-
rial, stems from the disordered loop (residues 850–863)
between helix I and helix II of the PT domain. One can
conclude from these Ca-RMSD values that the equilibrated
structure of the PT domain, IQ motif, and apo-CaM system
is sufficiently stable for further SMD studies.

Residue-residue contacts for the PT-IQ-CaM system were
monitored over the equilibrium simulation and summarized
in the contact map in Fig. 3 B. The CaM molecule is found
closely associated with the IQ domain, as expected. Interest-
ingly, the same CaM molecule also exhibited noticeable
contact with the PT domain, most prominently with helix
I. Indeed, during the 30-ns equilibrium MD simulation,
significant hydrophobic interaction as well as several tran-
sient salt bridges were observed between the CaM and the
PT domain. One particularly long-lasting salt bridge, not
captured in the x-ray structure (22), was found between
Glu11 from the CaM and Lys834 from the myosin VI
(Fig. 3, C and D). This salt bridge is located near the
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FIGURE 3 Results from the equilibrium simula-

tion of myosin VI (simulation PIC-eq in Table

1).The simulated system includes the PT domain

and the IQ motif with a bound apo-CaM. (A)

Ca-RMSD values of the whole simulated system

(red), of the PT domain (green), and of apo-CaM

(blue). The simulated structures relaxed within

20 ns. (B) Contact map between residues (0, close;

1, far away). In addition to an expected close

contact between apo-CaM and IQ motif, apo-

CaM also contacts the PT domain, maintaining

the kink (see text) between the IQ motif and the

PT domain. (C) Salt bridge between Glu11 of the

apo-CaM and Lys834 of the myosin VI, observed

through the respective O–N distance. (D) Simu-

lated system with IQ motif (cyan), apo-CaM

(yellow), and PT domain (blue) showing a zig-zag

geometry of the helix I-helix II-helix III system.

The crystal structure (PDB 3GN4) was obtained

from Mukherjea et al. (22). A 30� kink forms

between IQ motif and PT domain.
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junction between PT domain and IQ motif, where the a-
helix forms a kink of ~30� (Fig. 3 D). It is possible that
the observed salt bridge between the CaM molecule and
PT domain stabilizes this kink. The kink plays a crucial
role in the extension of the PT domain as discussed below.
SMD simulations extending the PT domain

In Mukherjea et al. (22), unfolding of the PT domain was
proposed to occur after dimerization of myosin VI.
However, the crystal structure reported revealed a three-
helix zig-zag bundle conformation of the PT domain which
is too short to realize a 30–36-nm step size. To test the feasi-
bility of PT domain extension as well as the structural
stability of the resulting extended PT domain, steered
molecular dynamics (SMD) simulations were employed
as described in Methods. SMD simulation (43,45,47) is a
proven tool for characterizing mechanical responses of
proteins and ligands (43,48–57), including motor proteins
myosin and kinesin (58–60). We note that dimerization of
the MT domain can contribute >32 kcal/mol in free energy
(32), which could be spent to extend the PT domain; the
SMD method mimics the work exerted on the PT domain
derived through MT domain dimerization.

The equilibrated structure of the PT-IQ-CaM system was
placed in a water box large enough to accommodate the zig-
zag extension process described in the Introduction. During
the SMD simulation, the N-terminal Ca atom (residue
Lys811) was harmonically restrained, while the C-terminal
Ca atom (residue Leu913) (with position x(t) at time t) was
pulled by means of a constraining force f ¼ �k(x(t) �
x0(t)) at a constant velocity _x0ðtÞ ¼ 2 �A=ns along the x
direction (as defined in Fig. 4), where x0 is the position of
a dummy atom attached to a spring with force constant k.
After each 10-ns SMD stretching, the system was permitted
to relax for 10 ns, strictly fixing the extension e(t), defined as
e(t)¼ x(t)� x(0), to the values e (10 ns), e (30 ns), e (50 ns),
and e (70 ns) during time intervals 10–20 ns, 30–40 ns, 50–
60 ns, and 70–80 ns, respectively. Fig. 4 (inset) shows the
extension resulting from the procedure; one can note that
e(t) assumes, in the stated time intervals, values close to
x0(10 ns) ¼ 2 nm, x0(30 ns) ¼ 4 nm, x0(50 ns) ¼ 6 nm, and
x0(70 ns) ¼ 8 nm, as expected. Subsequently, i.e., after
80 ns, the C-terminal Ca atom was restrained by a force
f ¼ �k(x(t) – x0) with x0 ¼ 8 nm. For the spring constant k
of the constraining force, we selected a value of 3 kBT0/Å

2

(kB, Boltzmann constant; T0 ¼ 300 K) which corresponds
to a thermal RMSD deviation of

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kBT0=k

p
z 0.6 Å that is

typical for SMD simulations (45,48,61).
Two-step zig-zag extension

The three-helix PT domain was seen to extend in the SMD
simulation from its initial zig-zag geometry in two distinct
steps as shown in Fig. 4. Helix I dissociated within 50 ns
from helices II and III (Fig. 4, A–C) which resulted in an
intermediate conformation where helices II and III remained
in contact, while helix I continued to interact with apo-CaM
(the latter interaction was seen to last throughout the simu-
lation). The disordered loop between helices I and II (resi-
dues 850–863) stretched out in response to the external
force. Around 80 ns, helices II and III dissociated (Fig. 4 D),
at which point the PT domain had its three a-helices aligned
linearly and reached its extended conformation (Fig. 4 E).

The force-extension data of the stretching process are
plotted in Fig. 5 A. One can recognize clearly a range of
extension (0–5.5 nm) during which strong forces are needed
to stretch the PT domain, followed by a range of extension
(5.5–8 nm) where small forces suffice. The extension ranges
correspond to step I (A / B / C) and step II (C / D) in
Biophysical Journal 100(12) 2964–2973



FIGURE 4 Stretching of myosin VI PT domain. Shown are snapshots

during the force-induced extension process at (A) t ¼ 0 ns; (B) t ¼ 20 ns;

(C) t ¼ 47 ns; (D) t ¼ 78 ns; and (E) t ¼ 200 ns. Extension is found to

proceed in two steps: a first step (A / B / C) involves dissociation of

helices II and III from helix I; a second step (C / D) involves loss of

contact between helix II and helix III. (Inset) Sequence of pulling and relax-

ation intervals during the 200-ns simulation (see text). The zig-zag exten-

sion process and the subsequent relaxation is shown in Movie S1 in the

Supporting Material.
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Fig. 4. In particular, the force peak of ~250 pN at ~3–4-nm
extension corresponds to the separation of helix I from
helices II and III. The average force applied in the extension
range 0–5.5 nm is 158 pN (Fig. 5 B; green squares). The
average force in the extension range 5.5–8 nm, correspond-
ing to the separation of helices II and III, is only 52 pN
(Fig. 5 B; blue triangles). The adapted simulation protocol,
namely having 10-ns relaxation simulation between SMD
simulations, partially released the tension built-up during
force stretching, resulting in abrupt decrease of force at
extension 2 nm and extension 4 nm.

The stretching force arising in our simulation is higher
than the ones arising in single-molecule pulling experi-
ments. The discrepancy results from the faster stretching
Biophysical Journal 100(12) 2964–2973
in the SMD simulation, which is dictated by lack of
computer power. However, as long as the simulation pulls
a system along the correct extension coordinate, the higher
forces usually do not alter the extension mechanism (45,62–
64). Even under physiological conditions the force gener-
ated in a single molecule can exceed 100 pN (65), but the
stall force for a processive motor is typically on the order
of only a few pN and 2 pN for myosin VI in particular
(66). As pointed out above, the conformational change of
myosin VI, such as PT domain extension, could be driven
by MT domain dimerization, which can furnish work
amounting to >32 kcal/mol (~220 pN$nm) (32).
Structural stability of the extended PT domain

Four cycles of 10-ns SMD simulation and 10-ns relaxation
simulation were sufficient to fully extend the PT domain
(simulation PIC-sr-1 in Table 1), yielding a length of
12 nm. The structural stability of the extended configuration
of the PT domain was probed in a further 120-ns relaxation
simulation (simulation PIC-re-1 in Table 1; see also Figs. 4
and 5). During the 120-ns relaxation, the three PT domain
a-helices retained largely their secondary structure as
shown in Fig. 5 C. Indeed, the small fraction of a-helical
structure near the C-terminus of the PT domain, disrupted
during the SMD simulation, was recovered during the relax-
ation, and the total a-helical content in the unfolded PT
domain increased to >70% (Fig. 5 D), a value which agrees
well with circular-dichroism measurement (22). A transient
short helical segment was seen to form in the loop between
helices I and II (residues 851–863).

As discussed in Mukherjea et al. (22), the PT domain has
to be fully extended, with a-helices intact, to accommodate
a step size of 36 nm of the myosin VI dimer. As shown in
Fig. 1, the contribution to the step size from each myosin
VI monomer is ~18 nm, with the PT domain accounting
for 12 nm and other structural segments (CaM-bound
insert-2 and IQ motif) accounting for 6 nm. Our simulation
indeed extended the PT domain to 12 nm. To accommodate
the large fluctuation in step size seen in experiment, an addi-
tional 10-ns SMD (and 10-ns relaxation) was performed to
further extend the end-to-end distance of the PT domain
to 14 nm (simulation PIC-sr-2 in Table 1); a subsequent
relaxation of 100-ns duration was carried out for the further
stretched-out PT domain (simulation PIC-re-2 in Table 1).
The 14-nm extended PT domain was seen to retain its
secondary structure during stretching and relaxation. The
results are shown in Fig. S2. The trajectories showing simu-
lation PIC-sr-2 and PIC-re-2 are displayed in Movie S2 in
the Supporting Material.
Stretching a PT domain without IQ motif and CaM

The conducted simulations described included the IQ motif
with a bound apo-CaM molecule, in addition to the PT
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extension. (A) Force-extension data from simula-

tion PIC-sr-1. The force shown is measured

through the expression f ¼ �k(x(t) – x0(t)) and

the extension through e(t) ¼ x(t) � x(0). Force

values were taken every 2 ps (gray trace); these

force values are averaged over a gliding 200-ps

window (red). Large forces arise when the PT

domain becomes less compliant to the imposed

moving constraint x0(t), i.e., when it does not

follow the constraint readily, increasing the separa-

tion x0(t) � x(t). Labels 4A, 4B, 4C, and 4D corre-

spond to the simulation snapshots in Fig. 4. The

region of highest force, at ~4 nm, corresponds to

a free energy barrier characterizing the transition

B/ C in Fig. 4. (B) Force distribution at different

steps of PT domain extension. The first step was

sampled over extensions <5.5 nm (green) and

the second step over extensions >5.5 nm (blue).

Force distribution for the overall process is also

shown (red). The distributions can be matched

closely to Gaussians, yielding average forces of

158 pN (step 1), 52 pN (step 2), and 123 pN (overall). (C) Time evolution of PT domain secondary structure. The a-helices are seen to remain intact;

only a small portion of helix III is lost. The analysis for this figure used the Timeline plugin of VMD (33). (D) Time evolution of a-helical content. Initially

(t < 80 ns), a decrease of a-helical content arises that is regained quickly during the final, i.e., 120-ns long, relaxation simulation. The a-helical content

exceeds the starting value (dotted line) due to the formation of some transient helical structure in the loop region between helices I and II (residues 851–863).
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domain. A separate simulation was performed that con-
tained only the PT domain (simulation P-sr in Table 1),
the simulation protocol being identical to the one in simula-
tion PIC-sr-1. The moving constraint in this SMD simula-
tion was applied to the C-terminal Ca atom (residue
Leu913), while the N-terminal Ca atom (residue Lys834)
was harmonically restrained to a fixed position. In simulation
P-sr, the secondary structure of the three PT domain a-
helices became quickly disrupted as demonstrated through
a series of simulation snapshots shown in Fig. 6. Although
the order of the dissociation of the helices remained the
same as in simulation PIC-sr-1, namely, helix I detached
from helices II and III, before the latter helices separated,
it can be seen that, in simulation P-sr, helix I completely
lost its secondary structure (Fig. 6, C–E, and Fig. S3). The
a-helical content in the PT domain was reduced to 40%
during P-sr, and was not fully regained in the subsequent
100-ns relaxation simulation P-re (Fig. 6, inset).

In the case of simulation P-sr, the applied force acts at an
average angle of 15� relative to the three a-helices of the PT
domain. Addition of the IQ motif and the bound apo-CaM
molecule alters this angle to an average value of 30�, as
can be seen by comparing Figs. 4 and 6 (see also
Fig. S4). The slight difference in the relative stretching
direction implies that, in the former case, 26% (i.e.,
sin(15�)) of the applied force acts perpendicular to the helix
axes whereas 50% (i.e., sin(30�)) acts in the latter case.
Naturally, force applied to the PT-IQ-CaM system separates
the helices more readily, making extension easier.
Conversely, with more of the applied force (96.6%, i.e.,
cos(15�)) acting along the helix axes, in the case of the
PT domain-only simulation, helices are stretched more
strongly and, hence, unravel, losing their a-helical
secondary structure.

In addition to redirecting the force, the bound apo-CaM
molecule exerts also a stabilization effect on helix I in the
PT domain. The presence of the IQ motif and the bound
apo-CaM molecule in the simulation preserves the interac-
tions between CaM and PT domain, involving mainly helix
I. As shown in Fig. 3 B, these interactions stabilize the
secondary structure of helix I, preventing disruption of the
helix as in the case of PT domain-only extension.
Possible binding of calmodulin to the extended
PT domain

The extended configuration of the PT domain was stable
during the 120-ns relaxation simulation PIC-re-1 with
recovery of a-helical structure. The question arises if the
extended PT domain maintains its extension, i.e., prevents
refolding, for a much longer time than the simulation period,
especially as there is, after extension, a large increase of
hydrophobic solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) as
shown in Fig. 7 A. Another question begs itself, namely,
how the extended PT domain with its three linearly arranged
helices linked through flexible loops acquires sufficient
structural rigidity to support myosin VI’s motor function.
Sequence alignment and motif analysis of the PT domain
suggest that the needed rigidity develops through the
binding of additional CaM molecules to the extended PT
domain.

Indeed, the PT domain sequence contains CaM binding
motifs (67). One such motif is the IQ-motif with a consensus
sequence [FILV]Qxxx[RK]Gxxx[RK]xx[FILVWY]. Two
Biophysical Journal 100(12) 2964–2973



FIGURE 6 Stretching of a PT domain without IQ motif and CaM. The

presentation follows Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 D. Shown are snapshots from simu-

lations P-sr (0–100 ns) and simulation P-re (100–200 ns) at (A) t¼ 0 ns; (B)

t¼ 20 ns; (C) t¼ 75 ns; (D) t ¼ 100 ns; and (E) t ¼ 200 ns. Helix I loses its

a-helical structure. The a-helical structure of helix III is also partially lost.

The 100–200-ns relaxation simulation did not recover the lost helical

content. Simulations P-sr and P-re are shown in Movie S3.
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more CaM binding motifs suggest themselves at the position
of the conserved hydrophobic residues, the 1-8-14 motif and
the 1-5-10 motif (67). As shown in Fig. 7 B, the myosin VI
PT domain sequence exhibits both the 1-8-14 and the 1-5-10
motif, each occurring twice near the two flexible loops,
namely at residues 843–856 and 882–895, as also high-
lighted in Fig. 7 C. The calmodulin binding motifs typically
forms an amphiphilic a-helix with basic and polar residues
on one side and hydrophobic residues on the other side. It
has been shown that CaM can induce a-helix formation
on the target protein (68,69). CaM may then also induce
in the present case a transition to an a-helix in the flexible
loop regions at the extended PT domain and, thereby, render
the domain more rigid (69).

It should also be noted that CaM binding is known to
change the tertiary structure of the target protein (70). It is
yet unclear how dimerization of the myosin VI medial tail
domain leads to the unfolding of the PT domain, although
Mukherjea et al. (22) hypothesized that steric hindrance
created by MT domain dimerization somehow triggers PT
domain unfolding. It is feasible that binding of CaM aids
the zig-zag extension process of the PT domain.
Biophysical Journal 100(12) 2964–2973
DISCUSSION

The focus of our study is the investigation of the zig-zag
extension model for the stepping geometry of myosin VI
as depicted in Fig. 2 A. The results of steered molecular
dynamics simulations suggest, indeed, that the proximal
tail (PT) domain of myosin can extend to triple its length
and, thereby, create a lever-arm extension long enough to
accommodate a step size of 30–36 nm. A fascinating role
of calmodulin binding is suggested by our study. Such
binding has been studied extensively for a long time
(71,72), but the focus has been mainly on what controls
the binding (73,74), not so much for which purpose calmod-
ulin binding occurs.

Our simulation results make two suggestions regarding
the role of calmodulin binding: First, calmodulin binding
at the IQ domain facilitates the extension of the PT domain;
calmodulin stabilizes helix I in the PT domain and redirects
a force applied on the PT domain such that it dissociates
more readily the domain’s triple helices without signifi-
cantly affecting their secondary structure. Second, sequence
analysis suggests that additional CaM binding is likely
because an extended PT domain exposes two potential
CaM binding sites. Apparently, CaM can tip the free energy
balance between the PT domain in the three-helix bundle
state and in the extended state. As the CaM binding sites
are located in a flexible loop area that might be a hindrance
to the mechanical function of myosin stepping under load,
CaM binding could very well also strengthen the extended
PT domain mechanically, rendering the myosin VI lever
arm that results from PT domain extension rigid enough
for its motor function.

Although our study answered one question, namely if the
myosin with associated MT domain can realize a large
enough step, it raised new questions regarding the role of
CaM binding. Our results, therefore, should stimulate and
guide future investigation into the fascinating properties of
myosin VI and much beyond.
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FIGURE 7 Exposed hydrophobic solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) and potential binding of additional CaMs. (A) Time evolution of hydrophobic

SASA during the stretching simulation PIC-sr-1 and the subsequent relaxation simulation PIC-re-1. The forced unfolding of the PT domain results in a large

increase of hydrophobic SASA. (Inset) Extended PT domain and the IQ motif in surface representation, colored by residue type (blue, positively charged; red,

negatively charged; green, hydrophilic; white, hydrophobic); IQ-bound CaM (yellow, cartoon representation). (B) Sequence alignment of myosin VI PT

domains from several species. This study involves the PT domain from Sus scrofa and the S. scrofa myosin VI sequence 834–913 was used for alignment.

The alignment was performed using MultiSeq (75), implemented as a plugin in VMD (33). The residues are colored by residue type as in panel A. (Shaded

areas) Sequence conservation among all nine sequences. (Lighter-shaded areas) Sequence conservation among more than seven of the nine sequences

examined. CaM binding motifs identified are labeled, and the charges of the sequence given (note that for the 1-5-10 motif, the total charge includes contri-

butions from three additional residues preceding the motif (67)). (C) Location of the 1-8-14 and 1-5-10 motifs highlighted in the PT domain. Two transparent

purple areas depict the motifs, located at the loop regions. (Cyan) IQ-domain; (yellow) apo-CaM; and (blue) extended PT domain.
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